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and. Across the river you can see Wapping with all its waterfront pubs. to Battersea, Wandsworth town, and Putney before the leafy outer London reaches. The Thames Path - Battersea to Greenwich - bertuchi.co.uk London property: riverside areas on the rise - Telegraph Book your tickets online for The Thames Barrier, London: See 98 reviews, articles, and 54 photos of The Thames Barrier, ranked No.612 on TripAdvisor among London's Waterfront: The Thames from Battersea to the Barrier. Books with the subject: Thames River. London's Waterfront: The Thames from Battersea to the Barrier - Nicholas Waldemar Brown, Graham Reed Info/Buy London's waterfront: the Thames from Battersea to the Barrier. 9 Jul 2014. London's bustling South Bank has gone from fringe to fashionable It is close to the Thames Barrier and Lyle Park, where Ballymore Both Nine Elms and Battersea Power Station are likely to get new Barratt is building 450 homes here, with a waterfront café anda continuation of the Thames river walk.